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safusafdar786@gmail.com

8943513486

Pallithazhath House, Thottakkara P. O
Ottapalam, Palakkad, Kerala, 679102

01/12/2020 -
01/05/2021

15/09/2020 -
15/12/2020

-

To enhance my professional skills, capabilities and knowledge in an organization
which recognizes the value of hard work and trusts me with responsibilities and
challenges.

Conco Builders
Design Engineer/ Draughtsman/ Site Engineer
* Prepare detailed plans of building for clients
* Prepare plans for permit for proposed construction works and for completion
certificates.
* Prepare structural plans
* Prepare rebar detail drawings for structural plans
* supervise assigned construction work sites
* Ensure quality of work is maintained by labours

Losung Builders
Site supervisor
* supervision of assigned construction site
* Ensure quality of work is maintained and kept as company standards
* Report work details regularly to head office
* Prepare Estimate of work to be done at various stages

Alloos Food Products
Production/Packaging supervisor
* Ensure the work quality is met round the clock
* Ensure workers adhere to company standards
* Checking machines to ensure they are damage free to facilitate smooth production
* Ensure packaging is done in the most hygienic and aesthetic manner, adhering to
FSSAI standards
* Managing salary accounts of workers
* Ensuring raw material availability 

OBJECTIVE

EXPERIENCE



15/09/2017 -
16/03/2018

2019

2013

Greenline Engineering Consultancy
Rebar Detailer / draughtsman
* Prepare well drafted plans
* Prepare Elevation and sectional details
* Prepare rebar details for plan and sectional views of reinforced concrete members
* Ensure the details provided by structural engineers are followed
* Prepare BBS of the rebars provided
* Ensure timely submission of rebar detail drawings and BBS to clients

Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan college of Engineering
B. E civil engineering 
5.99

Islamic Central School Ottapalam
Plus two computer science 
60

Autocad 2d

3ds Max

Revit Architecture

Adobe photoshop

Coreldraw

Ms Excel

Ms word

Ms PowerPoint

English

Malayalam

Hindi

Tamil

Building construction plan preparation

Building structural design (manually)

Prepare Rebar details for reinforced structure

EDUCATION

SKILLS


